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A: I have just installed the Win10 drivers and it works. Q: how to delete a git commit on github? I
accidentally made a really bad commit on github and I don't want to push that commit. So I just
want to delete that commit and everything that is connected to that commit. how to do that? A: I
suppose you can do it as follow : Delete your old commit: git revert CMD Undo your changes: git
reset --hard HEAD~1 A: I'm not a git expert but using the clone function and then deleting the clone
seems a bit redundant to me... That would mean that you were already cloning your repo when the
bad commit occurred, so the clone function would already have been applied so the repo would've
been changed anyway. Using the delete function with the respective commit ID seems to be the way
to go. Check out my recent blog-post on "cleaning up" github that cover the same content: A: You
can always find commit ID of the last commit from Github web site. Right click on Last commit from
your repo and select Delete this commit. This delete both branches (tagging and master/trunk) that
were linked with the commit. Q: How to enable or disable a uibutton as soon as user enters text in
TextField -(IBAction) checkButtonClicked:(id)sender { if ( (self.textfield.text==@"") ) { } else { } }
When I click the checkbutton, I want to disable the button and make it grey(even when the user
enters text in textfield). I am not sure about the syntax to achieve the same. A: -(IBAction)
checkButtonClicked:(id)sender { if ( (self.textfield.text==@"") ) { [self.checkButton disable];
[self.checkButton setEnabled:NO];
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